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Please ensure that the sensor window is clear and uncovered or it may not work properly. 

 
 
Operating Instructions: 
 
1. When first energized, the device will start a warm-up process. The light controlled by this 

device will be turned on and the green indicator will illuminate. During this process that 
lasts approximately 15 seconds, the sensor does not work and the push button cannot be 
operated. 

 

Sensor window 

Push button 
Delay adjusting dial 

Red/green  
dual color indicator: 

Wire configuration 
White: to mains neutral 
Black: to mains live 
Red: to load live 
Green: to ground 



2. When the warm-up process is completed, the light will be turned off and both green and 
red indicators illuminate. The device is now working in sensor mode. 
 

3. Sensor mode:  
The light will be turned on once a movement is detected, and the green indicator 
illuminates. 
When the person leaves or stops moving, the device will start a countdown of the delay 
time. Once the delay time is up, the light will be turned off and both green and red 
indicators illuminate. 
When a movement is detected before the countdown ends, the current countdown stops 
and will restart later if the person leaves or stops moving. 
 
Adjusting the delay time 
Adjust the delay time at any time from 5 seconds to 5 minutes by turning the dial 
clockwise (decrease) or counter clockwise (increase). 
 

 
4. To switch off the sensor mode, press the push button once. The light will be turned off 

and the red indicator illuminates. The sensor will not detect movement any more. 
Press the push button once again to switch on the sensor mode. The light will be turned 
on and the green indicator illuminates. 

 
Specifications: 
Operating voltage: 125 VAC, 60Hz 
Load capacity: 5 A resistive and 2 A tungsten. 
 

 


